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10 GIORNI
LABORATORIO di FUTURISMO
presso la Manifattura Giuseppe Mazzotti 1903 in Albisola

PROGRAM
From Sunday at 16.00 (arrival) to Wednesday morning of the following week
7 working days + 2 holidays

first day illustration of the history of the Giuseppe Mazzotti Manufacture 1903
by Maestro Tullio Mazzotti,
fourth generation and current owner of the Manufacture

Tuesday afternoon guided tour
in Albisola: Walk of the Artists, Pozzo Garitta, Muda, Casa Jorn
www.ceramica-albisola.it
and Signori Art Gallery
www.signoriarte.com
admission ticket to the Savona MUSA Ceramics Museum
musa.savona.it/museodellaceramica

working days
45 minutes a day with the turner for shaping operations available
45 minutes a day with a decorator in charge of the enamels
30 minutes a day interview with Tullio Mazzotti

training on enamelling techniques, especially the matt enamel used in the Thirties
availability of the lathe and clay
availability of glazes, colors, decoration equipment
during the manufacturing opening hours 08/12 - 14/18

holidays
1 dinner at the Giuseppe Mazzotti Garden Museum 1903 for 6 people
with Tullio Mazzotti, Claudio Manfredi and their other guests
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LOCATION
dedicated laboratory of 50 square meters
living room of 50 square meters with anteroom, bathroom, shower, kitchen
office with WiFi + computer connection,
conditioned air
independent entrance

SERVICES
availability consultation of the Mazzotti library
free copy of Giuseppe Mazzotti monograph 1903 (4 volumes 336 pages)
essential materials and costs for cooking for the realization of
n ° 4 works | maximum measures base 25x30 cm height 30 cm
n ° 2 dishes | maximum diameter 40 cm
4 tiles | 30x30 cm
which will remain the property of the residents

+ 1 work to be left to the Mazzotti archive

Depending on the type of processing, the objects can be cooked during residence, in the case of 
slow drying for technical reasons the ceramics will be cooked and withdrawn later.


